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ANISOTROPIC NONHOMOGENEOUS ELASTIC MEDIA 
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(18a) 

If the shell is under the action of internal pressure only, the external surface 
being stress-free, the stresses for such an inhomogeneous shell are obtained 
from (16) by taking p 1 = 0. 

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS 

Numerical results are obtained for a cylindrical shell structure in which 
the internal surface is under a uniform normal pressure p0 , while the external 
surface is assumed to be stress-free for System I, and subjected to half the 
internal pressure for System II. All numerical results have been computed 
for the case of b = 1.5a. 

We choose IX = 0.5 and the elastic parameters as A. 11 = 918, A.12 = 459, 
A.22 = 102, A. 13 = 275, A. 23 = 273, and k = 2/a (numerically) for Material I, 
which resembles Barite-cement aggregate (see Ref. 6) used extensively as 
radiation shielding material. The present analysis may also be useful in 
studying the stresses in layered media having exponentially increasing or 
decreasing stiffness. 

For this material, [- arfp0], [a6jp0 ], and [- (azfp0 )] are plotted against 
(rja), for both loading Systems I and II in Figs. 1 and 2. Similarly, Figs. 3 
and 4 show the corresponding results for Material II identified by IX = 1.0, 
and A. 11 = 918, A.22 = 408, A. 12 = 918, A. 13 = 275, A.23 = 273, with k = 2/a2

. 
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The prime indicates the derivative of the function with respect to its 
argument. 

Stresses in a cylindrical shell (a ::::; r ::::; b) made of homogeneous cylindri
cally anisotropic material, under the same boundary conditions (15), may 
be found from the second, third, and fourth equations of (16) on letting 
k ~ 0, and these agree with the results obtained by St. Venant (quoted in 
Ref. 2). For an isotropic body A. 11 = A.22 = A. + 2p., A. 12 = A. 13 = A.23 = A.. 
Equation (11), with the application of these relations, gives 2etp = I. When 
these are used in the second, third, and fourth equations of (16) along with 
the limit k ~ 0, one gets Lame's results given in Ref. 1. 

A solid cylindrical body (0 $ r ::::; b) of nonhomogeneous cylindrically 
aeolotropic material undergoes compression by a uniformly distributed 
external pressure p 1 . The stresses in such a shell are obtained from the last 
three equations of (16) by setting a = 0: 

if,= -p 1 exp [~(b2"- r2")](~)"+
1 

{(kr2
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") J (~)"+ 1 
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X {(kb2

"- l)etA. 11 + A. 12 }M"*,p(kb2
") + 2etA. 11kb2"M~.,p(kb2") 
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boundary conditions are 

(r =a) 

(r =b) 
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(15) 

On application of these boundary conditions in the first equation of (4) 
along with Eq. (14), one obtains two simultaneous equations involving the 
two unknowns A and B. Solving for A and B and inserting their values in 
(14) and (4), one obtains the complete solution for the radial displacement 
and stresses as 

__ exp ( -kr2af2)r-a[{ a (kb2a) 
az- M Ptb exp 2 a_P(a) 

(16) 
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Equation (7) reduces to 

2 d2 U {I( A22 ) (I A12 ) x
2

} x-2 + -1--2-- + ----x--U=O 
dx 4 a Au 2 2aAu 4 

The solution of the above differential equation is (see Ref. 5) 

where MK.,-p(x) are Whittaker functions in which 

and 

( 
A22 )1/2 

2p = -2-
a Au 

(a positive noninteger) 

I ( A- 12 ) 
K* = 2 I - aA.u 

A and B being arbitrary constants. 
If 2p is an integer or zero, the solution of Eq. (9) may be written as 

where 

l(c - I) r(l - c) 
WK.,p(x) = l(d _ c + I) MK.,p(x) + l(d) MK.,-p(x) 

in which c = I ± 2p and d = t- K* ± p. 
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(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

(I2) 

(13) 

Finally, the radial displacement ii(r) satisfying the equilibrium Eq. (5) is 
obtained with the help of Eqs. (6), (8), and (10) as 

This expression for ii may be used in Eqs. (4) to get the general expressions 
for the stresses in terms of A and B. 

We now consider a cylindrical shell a :::;; r :::;; b. The structure is made of 
nonhomogeneous cylindrically anisotropic material. The shell is under the 
influence of uniformly distributed internal and external pressures. The 
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For the axisymmetric case the nontrivial stress equation of equilibrium, 
in the absense of body forces, takes the form 

(3) 

Nonzero stresses in the normal, circumferential, and longitudinal directions 
are 

( du u) 2 
i'io = ..1.12 dr + ..1.22 r exp ( -kr ") 

(4) 

respectively, u being the radial displacement. 

Ill. METHOD OF SOLUTION 

The equation of equilibrium (3), with the help of Eqs. (4), becomes 

(5) 

Now on using the transformations 

and (6) 

Eq. (5) changes to 

(7) 

with 

(8) 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The elastic behavior of a homogeneous cylindrically aeolotropic material 
was first studied by St. Venant; see, e.g., Ref. 1 or 2. Problems involving 
nonhomogeneous media in which the properties vary continuously with 
spatial position have been studied by various authors. Greif and Chou [3] 
have adopted a numerical integration method and used the computer in 
solving the vibration problem of a cylindrically anisotropic nonhomogeneous 
cylindrical shell (plane strain). 

A plane-strain assumption is also used here to find the analytical solution 
for the radial deformation and corresponding stresses in a cylindrical shell 
made of cylindrically aeolotropic heterogeneous material under the influence 
of normal pressures on both boundaries. The results obtained by St. Venant 
[2] for the homogeneous anisotropic case and those found by Lame [1] for the 
homogeneous isotropic case can be deduced from the general results. The 
corresponding expressions for a solid cylinder of nonhomogeneous an
isotropic medium are derived here. The nonhomogeneity of the material is 
characterized by the elastic parameters Cii (see Refs. 3 and 4) as 

(i,j = 1, 2, 3) (1) 

where il.ii• k, and rx a·re the prescribed parameters of the material concerned. 

II. FUNDAMENTAL EQUATIONS 

The basic system of field equations in linear isothermal static elasticity 
theory is (a) the generalized Hooke's law, (b) the linearized strain displace
ment equations, and (c) the stress equations of equilibrium. Here the axis 
of anisotropy is taken to be the z-axis of the r, e, z cylindrical coordinate 
system, and the Young's moduli are of the form 

E, = £ 1 exp (- kr2rz) 

E8 = E2 exp (- kr2a.), etc. (2) 

For plane-strain assumption, il.ii of Eq. (1) is then expressible in terms of 
these £ 1, £ 2 , and the Poisson's ratios, see Ref. 3. 
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ABSTRACI 

Large deff?:tion analysis h:ts b~~n carried_ out to determine the _dcflcctio_n .. or an ann~ila~ circular plate or non-h 
gen~ous matenal und;!r norm:~ ) pressure subjected to two chmensJonal temperature dJstnbution. Both clam domd 
cimply supporte\1 edie conctitions have been considered for two types of non-homogeneity. pe an 
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lN solv'ng 'arge deflect:on. problems related to pl<ttes 
one e 1cou:1ters nonlinear differential equations whieh 
cann t be exactly solved. Berger' neglects the strain 
energy due t second strain invariant and has show11 
the val dity of his technique ~ r different engineering 
pr .ble~s. This technique has been used by Nash 
and Modeer2 , Nowinski and Ismai!l and Das4,s. 

Strain e11ergy method and Berger's technique arc 
used here t tackle the large deflection problem of an 
annular circular plate of non-homogeneous material 
where the plate is under variable normal pressure 
and subjected to two dimensional temperature distri
bution, i.e. the temperature varies along the radius 
and the width of the plate. · Young's modulus is 
supposed to vary as any power of the radius and 
it characterises the non-homogeneity of the plate. 
Calculations for the specific cases of both clamped 
and simply supported plates subjected to linearly 
\'arying pressure and a general type temperature 
dist ribution for two different types of non-homo· 
i<:neity are presented. 

Theor7 

The undeflected middle plane of the plate is chosea 
to be the plane of reference and its centre is taken 
as the orig' . The ,.Zaxis is perpendicular to the 
reference plane in the down-ward direction. The 
potential energy of deformation may be written aa 

·" 

... (1) 
1 

l' J -l/ 
J .,.(/ 

1 
D[ vlw-2(1-v)_!_~~ c1

2
w_ J'l)d~ I 

.)} .G'tJ- d .,.at r , • ' 2 ... ( ) 

Um="' Ja .12d [e2-2 (l·v) ea ]71 
b hl ... (3) 'r 

Uq=21T to q .w.r.dr . . h ,. . .. (4) 
and lastly the expression for W is &iven by.S,' 

h 
•. rz,. ra f 2 EyT(y,J) [e +eO +e' 1yd8d)'de/ 

t J h l h 1-21' ~ 
0 - 2 ' . . .. (~ 

N ow the plain-stre;s assumption or an iso ~ro~1c n n-hom:Jg~nous thin plate leads to the rclat aon • 
·, ~=;\' (en,+e66+c~r£1+2r~1 cn=O , I - I ~ ·~ ll ll ~. ~ 

.e-yy= -- ( ~'.-) (en+eO ) t!A + e j ).1+211.1 .,,\ul Y"f' ~ 

eyy+eBO+etc= 
1 ~2'Y 

,! ' - y 
From Eqs (5) and (7) W r 

h 

Wr-=2,. r ~ ~ iaTY [ e-
b -

2 

=t:J 

/ 

... (8) 

. The temperature T (r, is assumed to take the follow· 

ingformT (~=ToCP+g( T&( ~ ... (~) 'f} ; =t/ 
and we sup;b.ie that 

h . 

1 ! ~g(t) ~= /(h) 
" a / · ... (le) 

~~~) da• F (h) 

2 "~" Eq' (2-4, 8-11) 1 t:; (1) bccom~. 
with the aid of Eqs . (2-4, S-l Jue ~ ,econll sUa.ut 
on neglecting the st ram energy 

iA"ariant, 
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roj 
~. d'w] 1. 
1
:;;[e ~,h+T,F)- '(h)T,(") V'w )}I ~ r/~ 

;,~(12) .,.,d~ 
. For minimum of V Euler's variational equationi are , 

~-~ av = o 
au o au 

d./ D-P 

••. (13) 
... J o.r _ _!_ av- + 32 
. aw c a:w, -r- • .!; = o -//; w,.; 

... (14) 
Eqs. (12) and (13) lead to 

o [1 2De Eo. ] T 7-1-=; (Toh+ T1F) = -~ 

from which 
... (IS) 

l~De F-r/-[ .I l 1 J -p--- l - v ~~(f) h + T t ('t)). f(h) ~ = f/f'D0 

. . ... (16) 
where B 1s a normalized constant of integratio~. 
Eqs. (12) and 14) yield with the aid of Eq. (16) · 

-'d [ j_ (D r d~) E._ dw dD dw -"/ 
dr dr dr2 - r dr + -v dr ar - ')) 

P.c~2 ( r~;) J = r [ (r) - a~h) ~2 
, ':- ~ 

( E~)T1 (r)) J 
••. (1'7) I 

E(y) = E
0 

'f2m · •.. (1~) -"!: 
in which E is a constant and tn may take up ~Y , . 

1\-:,. I) value and fSr " f} 
.. )~~ ~~~~- ai~(h).Eo .\J2~2mTl(r))=tn-\(!,ap ' ) 'Y'/)-r), / 

l 1 { 

... (19) 
n being any number greater than -1 and (p=O, 1, 2 .. i\) 
Eq. (17) stands as 

..! [ 2m+ I ( d3w +2m+ I d2w +( 2mv-l I ,; r"/ dr y \ dy.l ' .t ~ 1 " ) r f ~ J 
- ~:rd) ~; )] = ~o apyn+ >-/;; "~ IJ 

p~O r~tt 
••. (20) 

The general expression of the lateral displacement W 
may be found from Eq. (20) to be 

w = A I • ( --::-1 )• t < '.:_~)':-----;,4:--~o:--:;= 
2 (i,8)2 0

0
(1-m) (1 +s)L(J2-p.2) .. (2s+ 1)2-}42)) 

+ -!-r A2(c14-t)J c s_~. (P) - J (P)s
0
,(P)) 

I,d L . p.-1 Il-l I Jl 

+ A.J((wl) Yp.(P)S 1HP) - Y(p) S0 ,JA (tt) ] 
-1 p.-1 . . 

00 00 

4 ~c (l-m)32 2 ~tP+r (!·-i;a!!l. y+2 

p=U s=O 

)/ 

f/e& 

(-l)s w42+2s . . . . 

(~+2+2s) [ { ('J !- 1)2-JL2} .. {'q+ 2s+ 1)1-p.t] _ 1_, 
••. (21) 

... (21) 
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Here.· . f1 'p) . p.r;,) .are the Des~el functions of the ~ fi :st 
and the seconc. kmd. '1 .(.~) Js the Lomrnel's function 
and A,, A.2• A3 and .:t4 are integration coj,stants. 
On asst·mmg -IN' to be zero on both the boundaries 

. Eqs. ( 16). and (21) lead to the result; • 

tph2 [ J a.(l +y)[ ·.] 
24(1-m a2(1- "')-- b2(1- m) +-h- (a)-~(b) 

= J--m[A22[ 11z {Jp.2(P}- J(p) J (p) J]Pa .. ··· 
2(i{3)2 2 1-1+l fG+l Pb . 

+ A23[p2 {y 2(p}-Y(p) Y(p)JlPa 
2 fG-1 I'·+ 1 _.Pb 

+ fl , J. 3 [pz {2JMp)Y (?)- J(p) Y(p)_ J(?) Y(p)}]?• 
2 ~ ~ f'-1 f'+l f'+lfG+l Pb 

+ 2A 1A2 ,(-1)• 
D

0 
(i{3) (1-m)~ 

s=O 

(2s+p.+ t) pJJL(p), S (p) -pJ (p) Sl ,(p)JP• 
,. 2!'+ l.JL-t JL-l , JL Pb 

(l _f'2) .. ... . ... ·{(2s+1)2-f'2} 

{ tTl- tO+sz:)} "·" · (tn-t.t) 

~11 which we bave taken 
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Relevant Equations for m= l 

. The solution of Eq. (2 ) for m= 1 gives the 1 ·.rat 
dtsplacement Jf' in the fo~ lowing form 

w = B,log + ~r"-~ k k ~-Y 

... (25) 

in which k2 =2 (1 -v) + f32 and k± (n+ p+1) .. . (26) 
Even if k= (n + p+ 1) or ~(n+p~l) or both the 
last term i Eq. (25) would b~ stig:ltly ch:tnge~ throu It 
indefi nitc integrations like r v log r dr or f r (lOS" 
d· as t l1e case arises. " , 

The equation corresp::>nJin~ to the Eq. (23) blfppens 
to be 

~~2 log( ~ )+ ~(lh+"li(a)- (b) J 
= ; [ (B 12+ 2B2B3) (tog ~ ) 
+ B 22 (a . v)_ B3 (a 2 -b ) 

.• 2k ) 2k 

+ 2B~B2 ( k.bk ) - 2BkB3 (a 4, k) 
Cl:. 

2Bt ~ ap (a"+p+t-bn+p+t) 
+ 0

0 
~ ~~r+l"f [(n+p+ l)l-k2] 

p =O · I 
Cl:. 

2B
2 
""' ap(an+p+t +l<_bn+p+ t+k) I 

+De ~ (n + p + l) lnT p + l + kf- (n + p+l-k) 
p =O 

Cl:. -
2 3 ~ ap(an+n+l -k-bn+.r-1-1-k) 

+ D
0 

L (n+ p + l) (n+ p + l-k)l(n+p+ l+k) 

p =O 

at' a pJ( a 2n+p+p1 +2_b2n+p+pfi!-2) ] 

(n+ P"+ l)tn+p1 + l)[(n+ p + l)2-k2](2n+ P+ Pt +2) 
... (2-7) 

Numerical Results 

Clamped boundc1ries- On a clamped edge we shall 
have dw 

u= w·=-- ... (28) 

dr 

/

Using the boundary conditions (28) for the edges · 
r=a and r= b we g t the consta ts A's fromEq.(21) 
in a matrix form A A A from its auzmented 

m tr~ -

1 
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a~ t 
So,f' (pa) 
--- Jp.(pa) 
i~Do (1-m) 
so,p.(pb) 

J[t(p.,) 
i/30

0
(1-m) 

YfL(Pa) 

J 
1 

0 

0 

--·--~----------

To{') = ToOlfY, Tt(t) = Tttt} 

{ 
I ' }' I 

y4 ~1 +logy* t;,J r 
aT~<1 - ~Tt(1 } F(h) 

= _ _:_ = 0.01 an 1.1 = ----· = 0.20 
h2 h3 .. Ql) 

ar.d where 
c.= 1, L= 'c.Cl, p::=I=n, o.

0
=0, v=0.25, m,;;;o.s ... (32) 

add for an assumed v.tlue vf if3 = 0.5, the augm.;n~ed 
matrix (29) gives · 

Rl 

{At A2 A3 A4} = -: 
1\ D 

{0.029930D
0 

0.5352'50 • 0.00002 0.00t0137} (33) 
Nov. Eqs (31-33) and i/3 = 0·5 help u> determine the 
appropriate load factor from Eq (23) t be 

at -- = 8.6631 ... (34) 

D
0
h 

Eqs (33) and (34) clearly give the value of the arbitr-
a ry constants At. A2 , A3 at}' A4 ofEq (51) as 
{At, Az, • A4} = -8.6631 h{0.029930 D o 0.535250 
v.CC00.?.u .COlOU7} .....,. 35 

103w · 
F r such a case we have plotted- against r b 

8.673lh 

F;g. 1. ~imply supported boundaries for the sim, ly SUt>?.:>rt· 
ed edges the required b0undary conditions are 

[u}r~a.b =0, [w}r=a.b = 0 and[. d

2

w + - -dw] =~ 
. r dr t = a.b 

•. . [361 

I 
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. . : ... \~.6-
·Tbe'-' corresponding al·gmenteJ matrix for the eva 

.•. -.:, lution of ..4 iil this case -is · • 

whero 

J 
l 
0 
0 

831 = -- -- so•P. (pa) + ~ 
· t [~-m oo 

(i,B)Do 1-m s=O 
(-l)s li+2s! Pa2'x l 

(12-~L2) (32-f'2) .... .. [(2;;i)zLf'2] ] 
1-m 

a3z = (v-m) Jf'.{f.~ + -- Pa{Jf'-l(Pa)-Jp. t t(Pa)}} 
. :· 2 

1-m -
833 = [(v-m)Yf':Pa) +- Pa{Yf'-t(Pa)-Y f'x~ (P a)}) 

. 2 

if3 00 ~~ m ~·'l+2 - ~ [ f M1 = - }; f (v-m) 
\ l {m-1)3 p=o ip n+ p+ 1 '1 · ~ 

00 (-J)s(-'l+1+2s;pa'l+l+2$ 
(f~ +(1-m) l: ------

&=o {(·f)+ I)2-p.2} ...... {('1J+2s+ 1)-~-t2} 
. • .. (33 

F t p•r.cirg Pa by Pa in the express;c: s of a3t. an 
tl33, Mt. we get a41, a42, a43; M2 respe\,;\..h.ly. 

For the particular case mentioned i:l Eq. (31) and 
{32) and for the same assumed value of i{3 -=O·S 
the augmer.ted matrix (37) gives 

A, Az A3 A4 
,. ·at 

D - {0·078773 Do 1·2803 0·000008 0·0•)0729} 
A D

0 
... (39) 

The appropriate load factor is obtained frJm Eq. (23) 
with the help of Eqs. (31), (32, (33) and (39) in the form 

= 10·426 - ... (40) 
D0 h ; . 

The arbitrary constants Ah A2, A3, A4 of Eq. (2!) 
may now be obtained from Eqs. (39) and (40) m 
~mpletely known terms as 

ft4.t A2 A3 A4} 
19-10·426 h {0·018713D 1·2803 O·OOOOC8 

C·000729} 
A plot of 10 

... (41) 
aaainst r is -&iven for this caso 

t0.426b 
.. 
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N·l'!le· lcnl R ~"l· · lts f.c.r m=l 
Clt..n ped l cundari?s- Us!ng the bcu>tdary condi· 

th'1S (; 8) for the edges r= a and r=b We get thO 
com~ants Bs from Eq. (25) in a matrix form 

B1 B2 B3 B4 from its augmented matrix 
t ( ak a-k 

log a I C,5 

·'; 

C2s ... (42) 

C3s c., 
J oo an+P+I . , 

C1s = -· ~ ap ~---------
. Do p= O (n + p + I)2 {k2-(n+p+ I)2} 

1 00 ap an+k+t 

CJs = -- ~ --- -
D 0 p= o (~+p+ I) {k2-~n t-p + l)2} 1 

••. (43) 
C.:5· C4s can aho be written from the expresdo:J.s 
ot C ; ard C3s respectively on replacing (l(l+qH by 
b11• Pf- 1 in each case. 

For th~ particular case in which 
=10, l=l,p=l=n, 0 0 = 0, y = 0·25, m=l ... (44) 

and f r an assumed value of {32=2·5, 'he auamente4 
matrix (42) gives 

I / 

a1 
lJ1 IJ1. B3 F>~ = -

A t o ~~-o 
(-7·4'020 ·728718 6·83055 3·07341) .. . (45) 

NowoEqs. i.3 '), (44), (45) and {32=2·5 are used to g:;t 
apprs priate load factor from Eq. (27) in the form 

at 
- = 0·15863 ... (46) 
Do~ . 

Fq. (45) and (46) give clearly the value of the 
rrl- i·rzry ' o st. nt of Eq . (25) as · 

Bt I 2 l3 B., = - 0·1 5[0 h 
{-'l·4Jv..::o 0·728718 6·8.:065 3·07341} ••• (47) . w 

For such a case we have plotted · agains' 
0·15863 h 

against r Fig. 2. 
Simply supported boundaries - Using the boundary 

ccnditions (36) we ~>et the constant Bs from Eq. (25) 
in a. matrix form (B, B2 B3 B4 fro.Lll its auam.e~ted 
matra · 

a-k 

(-k) 
b-k 

A l 
. I 

0 N 1J 
0 Nz 

... (48) 
l 2:00 

ap ~y+n+p;an+P+l 
in which N1 = -

0 o v=u tn+ p+ ll { !n+ p+ If-k2} 

~nd N2 may be obtained frcm the expression of N/ 
just by rqlacing ar.+p+l by b n+p+ l 

l-or tl.e r a1ticular case, Eqs. (31) ~nd (44) anc'.f >r 
the st.me am;n::ed V"l : e of {32 =2·5, tae· auamtn.e4 
matrix (48), gives B1 JJ2 B3 B4 = ' 

r\~ { -15·2107 HC972 4·64860 1·79;70 1 
Dol J ... (49) 
1 he 2rr;ropriate lm:d f:- ctor is ob~ained from Eq. (27) 
v.-ith the help of Eqs. (31), (44), (49) and {32=2·5 ill 
the fcrm a1 -- = C•2£673 ••. (SO) 

Doh . 
The nb:~rary comt~nts E1, .P~ B3, P4 of Eq. (25) 
%my be obtail!ed fr~~n Fqr. ( ~) <.Ld {Sv) ai 
{.L't B2 E~ B4} c= - v .<:f6i3 h 
{-15·21(.,7 1·10972 4·6 .860 1·7917C} ••. (Sl) 

For this -ccse ~lw, a r-Ict cf ---- asainst r 
t·28673 h 

is Fh·en in Fig. 2. 
The auttor his gratitude to Dr A. Das of JalpaigurJ 

Goven:mer.t "In:.in~e~~ug Colleie. fot hii valuable 
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C'apt 
T'g. 1- Fc!aticn hhYecr. W'h r.r.d r in d&Jrrec and s!trJ:IY 

supported boundaries for m=0·5 
Fig. 2- Relation between W/h and r in d<Hnplcd and .imply 

supported boundari~s for m=l·O 

Nomendature 
'(l,b = outer and inner radii of the plate 

Eh3 E
0
h3 

D=-=--= the flexural rigiJity of the plat;: 
t2tJ-v2J .tZ[t-t21-
r2m=D y2m 

E=q21 o . <= Ycvr.g's r.cdtlus cf tl:e rraterlal 
of the plate at a di$\ance r from 
the centre 

e=<e+ntqq = first strulu icv;:riant 

tn= :; + i(~~) 
2

-= ~dimensional thermal strains 

Ill 

e, =, 
d2w 

r =err--·-
·~ ~ d.rl 

e,, = c 
I 
h 
q=q(r) 
T=T(r,z) 

u.w 
y 
Wr 
X.p. 
a~ 

II· 

z dw 
-~d 

t dr 

"" radial atd targential stn::i:s 

= thickness or the plate 
-= normal load intensity 
= temperature distribut;on in the plat 
= coeffici~nt of Ii,Jcar cxpari~ion of 

the material of the plate 
= membrane strain energy, , bending 

strain energy, and en.:rgy eontri• 
9ullon from pressure luading res• 
·pectively, in the absence of heating 
or cooling 

= ni:dial and lateral eli ·placements 
= potential energy of deformation 
= energy contribution from heating 
= lame 's constants 
-= lateral tress 
= Poisson's ratio of the nate ial of 

the plate. 

- d + 1 /1 
rJr rdr 

I 

7 



TIME-HARDENING AND TIME-SOFTENING 
ANISOTROPIC NON-HOMOGENEOUS 

SPHERICAL SHELL 

Subbas Chandra Roy 
JALPAIGURI GOVERNMENT ENGINEERING COLLEGE, 

JALPAIGURI, W. B., INDIA 

ABSTRACT : The transien !displacements and stresses in radially symmetric 
motion of a thick spherical shell are obtained where the loads applfed to 
both surfaces of the shell are special type functions of time. The material 
of the structure is spherically isotropic and, in addition, is continuously 
inhomogeneous with mechanical properties varying along the radius and 
depending also on time. 

1. Introduction 

A generalization of the elastic properties has been made by Paria [1]. 
The Young's modulus has been assumed to be a function of time but indepen
dent of co-ordinates . According to him, the time-hardening material is that 
in which the Young's modulus increases with time and time-softening material 
is that in which Young's modulus decreases with time. The physical justifi
cation for such assumption may be found in concrete, for example, in which 
the elastic properties vary during its maturing periods i.e. during the forma
tion of gel. The chemical action is termed as a process of hydration and it 
is known to be exothermic. The elastic properties of materials may vaJy due 
to variations in temperature, moistnre contents and similar other varying 
factors. Das [2] has introduced this new idea to obtain transient displacements 
and stresses that exist in thick elastic shells under internally and externally 
applied time-dependent loads in radial motion of an infinite long circular 
cylindrical shell and in radially symmetric motion of a spherical shell. 

The physical ~justification given above is still valid in the cases in which 
the elastic co-efficients vary from point to point and time to time. Das [3] 
a nd Roy (4] have successfully introduc.ed this idea to a thin circular plate and 
an infinitely long thick cylindrical shell, respectively. 

This paper is intended to solve in a general manner, the problem of 
r.radial vibration of a spherical shell, subjected to dynamic loads, the elastic 
co-efficients being dependent on time as well as on the co-ordinates of the 
point under cons'iderll tion. 
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2. Basic Equations 

The radial motion of a thick spherical shell made of spherically istropic 
and continuously nonhomogeneous material may be represented by the followig 
equations, . 

ou,. 2 ()"Au 
- ':l - + - (a ,. -acp)= p--

vr r ot (l) 

ou u 
a r = C I 1 af + 2c 12 r (2) 

(3) 

where C;. 1 are functions of elastic moduli, Poisson's ratios, radius (for a 
nonhomogeneous material [5] ) and time. For the present paper it is chosen as 

c1 ;(r,t)=P.i!·f (r} (l+o(exp(- :
0

)] 
(4) 

where t 0 > 0, is the reference value of time, o( is the prescribed parameter 
and f'i J• the elastic constant. From (4) c, ; runs from P.i; .f(r) [l+o(] at 
t=O t 0 f'o; .j(r) as t approaches infinity. If o( is positive, say e(f, the 
material is time-softening and if c( is negative, say ( -c(-l ). , it is time-hardening. 
It is known that "(2 < 1 in case of concrete maturing. 

Poisson's ratio, may be assumed to be constant in time and space, 
since, its changes in time are not essential and the changes with the 
co-ordinates of the point considered are negligible in relation to those of 
the modulus, a tleast, in concrete. The time dependency of the density of 
the material is not at all appreciable but it may vary from point to point. 
Here the density is assumed to be 

p 
P.tt f(r) 

cg 

q is a constant. Using (2), (3 ), ( 4) and (5) on (I) we get, 

£!!. + ( 2+.! aj )..! au + _!_ { P.n ( 1 + !_ a!_)- (P.u + P.ss>} .E.. 
ar2 1 ar r or ''u Jar r• 

1 q1 u 
= c;;;-;g"{,-.,-l _+_<_ cx- p---:-( - t I tc,)} a t 2 

t > 0, a<:,r~b 

The init~al conditions are 
u=O 

and ou/(ot) = 0, t = 0, a<r!!:.b 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 
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Boundary conditions are 

[or (r, t) ], ... a=[ f'JJ ~; + 21'12 ~ ]f(r) [1+-t exp (-t/(t0)] 

= A (exp -t/(2t0)), r=a, t>O (9) 

'[a ,. (r, t) ]r=b=[ 11 11 :~ + 2f' 1 !l ~] f(r)[l+ot exp (-t/(10))1 

= B (exp - t/(2t0)), r=b, t>O ( 10) 

3. The Solution of the Problem 
For 

/{r) = 1/r ( 11) 
the equation (6) reduces to 

where 

a2u +_! au m~ u= 1 · iPu 
ar 2 r ar- T2" C5[1+otexp(-t/(t 0 )) 1 at2 (12) 

( 13) 

From Cinelli [6], the displacement u(r, t), which is the solntion of (I 2.-) , 
satisfying boundary conditions (9) and (10) is found to be 

u (r, t) = '1T
2 /2 ~ e~ [ ~~ lm'(~;b)+k lml 2 iii/a ti Cm(r, e;) (14) 

f; m ' 

where Cm (r, e1), apd g1 are given in the equations (2), (4) and (5) of Cinelli [6], 
with constants, 

(15) 

For elastic constants f' 12 == -f'13 we find from (13) m=O, and for 1' 11 = 2 
(f'22 +f'2 3 )m=l,againfor9p.11 =8 (,u112 +p.28 ), the value of m becomes (3/2). 
For this last case i. e., where m= (3 2 /2), we can use 

J!(e;r)-= ( n~;r )i( s~:/;' -cos f 1r) (16) 

Y~(f 1r) =- ( -i-) i (c~s e,r +sin ~~r) 
I ""'J' ., 1r 

(17) 

and 

C3 , 2 (r, f 1 ) = ( 'IT:;r r12 
{( si;/:' -cos ( 1r) X (g; Y' 3 , 2 (e; a) 

+hY3 12 (f 1 a)]l+ ( c~sJ;l'r +sin f 1 r) [f 1J'3,2(,;a)+hJSia(,;a)]} . (18) 

so that u(r,t) of ( 14) may be expressed in terms of Bessel functions of non
integral order and hen10:e in terms of circular functions. Now u(e 1 ,t) which 
is a generalized Hankel transform of u(r. t), (vide [7]), and used in equation 

11 
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(24) is a solution of the following differential equation 

~:~ + cg e;[ l + ot exp (- ,'
0

) ]u = n~'u cg [ P;,mb.B ( exp ;tJ 
-a.A ( exp- ~o )] (19) 

in which 

P; ,m 

The corresponding initial 

(; l'm(~; a)+hl.,,<~, a)= a constant. 
(; J' m(e;b)+KJ,.(e1 a) 

conditions [ from (7) and (8) J are 

u = av = 0 t=O, a -"' r < b at • """ 

(20) 

(21 ) 

The sol ution of t'he equation (19) satisfying the initial conditions (21) is given 
by, (vi de [2 j), 

ii ((J, t ) = f. [ 2 ~n~o k { Rj,m,,. (xol( J' i kl (Xo) J-:-i I<J (x) 
u = O !l.tn TT 1 

- ] ' - lkJ (Xo ) J i "' (x)) + R')tm.n (Xo) ( L i "'i (x o) J 11<1 (x ) 

-J i "J (x 0 ) L, 'ki (x) ) ]+ R]tm,,.l x )] ( 22) 
and 

u(~j• t ) = f [ 2 ~n~o k { Q}ttlhU UY o) ( J' i'l:'} (iY o) L; l<} ( iy ) 
u = n stn n 1 . 

-J'- ii<J (iy o) Jii<J (iy)) +Q')tm,u (iyo) ( JlkJ (iyo ) J,.,.J (iy) 

- Jiki (iy o) L;k) (iy )) +QJ.m,n (iy)] 
r23 ) 

respect ively, where X=o( 1kl r• y=-<. 2kfr and X0=[X] t =o =o( 1 k1, y 0 =[y] 1,.,0=o( 1 k1. 

The functions Rj,,w, n (x) and Qh"'•" (iy ) used in (22) and (23) are defined 
as follo ws 

(24) 

(25) 

in which S~>, (z) is a Lommel function and 

t= 2t0 log (1/r). 2e1 t 0 c0 = k1 (chosen as non-integer here). . .. (26) 
T he preseribed functions A(-r) and B (-r) are supposed to be in the form 

A('t) =f. a, 'ln+n2+I, B(-r)= f B., Tn+nt+I 
11 = 0 n =3 (27) 

in which n 1 , n2 may t ake up any va lue. 
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The solution of (19) for time-softefling materiar is given by (22) where 

as the equation (23) denotes the solation of (19) if the material eoncerned 
is time-hardening. , 

• Now the expression for the stresses a,., ae and aq, as in equation (2) and (3) 
can easily be obtained by inserting u (r,t) from the equation (14) where u (t;,t) 
would be replaced by (22) or (23) as the case demands. 

In a particular case, when the outer surface is stress-free and the inner 
surface is under an exponentially decaying lo.ad, then 

bn=O, and A (T)=a0T (28) 
Therefore 

8t 'l 2 R . (o:) =R . (o:) = - o Co 
Jtn1tfl J,m 

'"1-'11 (29) 

and 

Q . Hvl=Q · <llll=_8t~c~ a . a0 S~~Y 1k; 
hm•n ''"' X ,.J k 

""''' ""2 j 
(30) 

so that the equation (22) or (23} reduces to one term only. 

From (4) it is evident that the elastic co-efficients would be independent 
of time il we make c( -+ 0. In such a case, we ttie the following relations, 
Watson [7], 

J_'(z) ""'* [ Jv-1<•l -Jv+l( z) ] 

( ~z r ( b
2
z r "' ( _ I) I ( a; ) I I 

J~<(az)Jv(bz:)= r(v+l) f;Jl! r(p,+i+l 2Fl(-1,-t,-1; v+l; ~)} 
(31) 

and put the Lommel functions in se,ies form and collect the terms independent 
of<, i.e., o( 1 or c( 2 from the expression of ii (c; .c) in (22) or (23) to find that 

_ (t. 4c0 t0 "' [p b.b,. { ) . ( t. ) 
u f; ;, t )='"!ttJ{; ~o ; ,,. [ (n+n1+1) 2 +4c~t l\ (}] (n+n,+l sm co ~ ; t 

-(2c0 t0 c)[eosc0 e1t-exp(-n+
2
n1 + 1 .t)]}-f( a;~; 4 2 al: 2 . t 0 n+n 1 + J + c0 t 0 ':iJ 

X {1n+n2 +I ) sin c0 (1t - 2 c 0 1 0 ~1 [cos c0 ~~ t- exp (- n+;/
0 
+ 

1
. t) J } ] 

And for the above particular case defined in equation (28) u (l;,t) reduces to 

u(e,, t) = - · -~~.~~ !? ... [~~~] { sin CoCjt- 2Cotoe]t [ C'OS Co(J' 
nP,1 1 eJ 1+4c0 t 0 { 1 \ 

(33) 
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It is intere.sting to note that u (~ 1 ,,) statisfying the initial conditions (21) 
can also be directly obtained from (19) \fben the elastic coefficients are independent 
of time i. e., where at -. 0, by using Laplace transform and convolution int\sral as 

' ' 
fZ(e 1, t) == n~::E; J { P 1 ,.,. b.B ( exp - !to)- a.A (exp- -f-)} 

0 

sin c0 ~~ (t- -r) dT (34) 

in which A (exp-t/2t0 ) and B (exp-t/210 ), the radial stresses on the inner 
and outer surfaces, may be any functions of time. In particular, when they a re 
expressible in series form as in (27), the equation (34) gives the desired result 
obtained in (32). 

I am indebted to Dr. A. Das for his kind guidance and valuable suggestion 
during the preparation of this paper. 
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The torsional vibration of a truncated cone with spherical caps is discussed. Equations 
of motion are solved under two sets of boundary conditions: (i) When both the spherical 
end caps are fixed, and (ii) when one end cap is fixed and the other is free. The frequen
cies of vibration have been calculated. 

T ORSIONAL vibrftion of a cone under different 
edge conditions is a well-known mathematical 
problem. The $hell under consideration here 

is a truncated cone with spherical caps, made of 
such a material thaJ the rigidity varies as a power 
of the distance from the vertex of the cone and 
the density is proportional to some other power 
of the distance from the vertex of the cone. The 
problem with such a wide variation of parameters is 
inevitably complicated; however, it is mathematically 
tractable for at least two t ypes of boundary 
conditions. The conditions are evaluated and the 
roots of the frequency equations are presented. 

Problem and Its Solution 

Let us use the spherical polar co-ordinates (r, 6, cp) 
with the vertex of the cone as the origin and the 
axis of the cone coinciding with the coordinate 
system. 

The equations of motion according to Love1 are 
o-r,, 1 o-r,a 1 o-r,q, 1 2 t 63 ~+- ~e +-.-6 -;s--+- [ -r,--raa--rcpcp+-r,a co ur r u r s1n u<p r 

Po'!. 
- at:' ... (1) 

o-r,a +~ o~eaa ... --!-6 o~acp +~ [(-rea - 1:cpcp)cot6+3-r,c/>] 
or r u . -sr sm u<p r . . 

J Po~6 = ot2 .. . (2) 

o-r,cp +~o-ra~+-~ o-rcpcp +~ [3-r, +2-ra cot 6] 
or r o6 r sm6 o<p r 'P 'P 

We assume here 

tt, = u6 = 0 
tt.p = j(r)sin 6 e<Pt, 

The expressions 
are chosen to be 
fl.= fLo r2m 
and 

(i= v-1) 

_ Po;.p 
- ot2 ... (3) 

... (4) 

... (5) 
of the rigidity and the density 

.. (6) 

p =Po r2" .. . (7) 
respectively. 
fLo• P0 are constants, and m and 11 may take any 
value. 
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All the stress components except 
This stress component is given by 

't"rcp are zero. 

't" = 11 r2m ( df _!_) Sin e e#t 
rep ro dr r 

Since 

1:0<;> = fLo r2m·lc;: -u'P cot 6) = 0 
the conical surface is free from stress. 

Eqs. (1) and (2) are identically satisfied, 
Eq. (3) reduces to 

! ["· y2m ( dj _[) J +311 r2m-l(dj J) 
or .-o dr r .- 0 dr r 

... (8} 

... (9} 

while 

=-Por2"p2f .. . (10} 

Eq. (10) may be rewritten as 

r2 :~+2(m+1)r :~ + [ -2(m+1) +::p2r2(n-m+t)J 

! = 0 ... (11} 
The solution of Eq. (11) according to Forsyth is. 

f(r) = r-H2m+tl [AJ ,..(PJPo r"-m+l ) 
(.L 0 n-m+1 

( Jp rn-m+l )] 
+BY,.. P fL: n-m+1 for m#n+ 1 ... (12} 

where 

2m+3 
... (13) 

fl. = 2(n-m+ 1) 

and A and B are arbitrary constants. 
Eqs. (5) and (12) clearly show that 

[ ( Jp rn-m+l ) 
U .t. = r -i(2m+l) A],.. p _jl __ --:-: 

'~' fL0 n - m+ 1 

+B Y,.. (pJ:: :~::
1

1)] sin 6e'P1 
... (14} 

Case 1 -We take end caps to be fixed so that 
the bound ary conditions are 

u.p = 0, on r = a} ( 
= 0, on r = b ... 15} 

where a and b are the radii of the spherical caps. 
(b>a). 
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Therefore, from Eqs. (14) and (15) we get 

( JP an-m+l ) ( JP a"-n•+l ) 
A],. p ~n-m+1 +BY,. p fL:n - m+l = 0 

... (16) 

( Jp bn-m+l ) ( Jp bn-m+l ) 
A] p ~ +BY p ~ = 0 

" fLo11-m+1 " fLon-m+ 1 
... (17) 

Assuming 

J

p an-m+l 
p ___!! =X 

fL 0 n - m+1 
... (18) 

J

p bn-m+l 
p _..9 = ocx, (oc> 1) 

fLon-m+1 
... (19) 

and eleminating A and B from Eqs. (16) and (17), 
we find the frequency equation in the form 
],. (x)Y,. (ocx)-Y,. (x)],. (ocx)= 0 ... (20) 

The sth root of Eq. (20), in order of magnitude, 
according to Gray and Mathews3 is 

P' q-p'2 r-4p'q+2P'a 
x~> = 8 + 3 + ~ + 85 +· · · · · 

where 
S1t 1 4fl.2 - 1 4(4fl.2 - 1)(4fL2 -25)(oc3 - 1) 

~ = a.-1'p =~· q= 3(8oc)S(oc-1) 

32( 4(J.2 - 1) (16fL' - 456f.1.2 + 1073) (oc5 - 1) 
r = ___:__:__.:....:.._-;;5"'( 8'oc )'"5'( o:--'----,1")---'--'--------'- ... (21) 

In a particular case, where 11 = 2m+O·S, Eq. 
(13) gives 1.1. = 1 and for oc = 2 th.e lowest root of 
Eq. (20) may be found from Eq. (21) as 

xi1> = 3·1971 
Using the above root in Eq. (18) one gets, 

2m+3 Jp:;, P = 3·1971 2amH5 Po ... (22) 

Again, for m =-3/2 Eq. (13) gives fL = 0 and 
the first th.ree roots of Eq. (20) for different values 
of oc are obtained from Eq. (21) as given in Table 1. 
Frequency p follows from Eq. (18) as 

_ x~> (2n+S)J~ 
P - 2.an+2·5 p

0 
••• (23) 

Case 2- Let us assume that one end cap is fixed 
at r =a and the other end at r = b is free, so that 
the boundary conditions are 

u = 0 on r= a} 
and ""P 'P = 0 on r = b 

TABLE 1- FIRST THREE ROOTS OF EQ. 20 FOR 
DIFFERENT VALUES OF IX AS OBTAINED FROM EQ. 21 

a: 

1·2 
1·5 
2·0 
3·0 
4·0 

15·7014 
6·2702 
3-1230 
1·5485 
1·0244 

31·4126 
12·5598 

6·2734 
3-1291 
2·0809 

47-1217 
18·8451 
!L-4182 
4·7030 
3-1322 

when fL is a non-integer the solution of Eq. (11) 
may be found from Eq. (12) only on replacing 
Y,. by]_,_. and hence Eq. (14) for this case stands as 

· [ ( Jp rn-m+l ) tl.p = r-i(2m+ll A],. p _..9 -----,. 
fl.o n-m+1 

( Jp r"-•n+l )) 
+B] _,. p ....Q sin 6 eiPt 

fL0 n-m+1 
Also 

fL r2m [ { ( p J- ) -r,q, = ~·~+3/2 -(m+3/2) A],. n-m + 1 :: r"-m+l 

+BJ ( p J~ rn-m+l)} _,. n-m+1 fLo 

+PJPo rn-m+l{AJ~( _P \ JPorn-m+l) 
l.l.o n m+ (J.o 

+BJ_~(n-!+lJ~r"-m+l)}] ... (25) 

Applying the boundary con~tions stated in Eq. 
(24) and using Eqs. (18) and (19) we get, 

A],.(x)+BJ_,.(x)= 0 ... (26) 
and 

A [ - ( m+ i)J,.(ocx) +P J~ b"- m+1 ]~ (ocx)] +B 

[ - ( m+ VJ_,.(o:x)+P J~ b"-"'+1 J~,.(ocx)] =0 ... (27) 

Eliminating A and B from Eqs. (26) and (27), 
we get the frequency equation as 

(m+DU ,.(ocx)] _,.(x) -] ,_.(x)l_,.(ocx)] 

=P )Po bn-m+l [J~,_.(ocx)] ,.(x)-J :,.(ocx)],.(x)] 
fLo 

.. . (28) 

In a particular case, when n = 3m+2. Eq. (13) 
shows that fL = t and, therefore, Eq. (28) reduces to 

(oc-1)x cot(oc-1)x+(~ -1) = 0 .• ... (29) 

For different values of oc, the fi.rstl three roots 
of Eq. (29) are tabulated in Table 2, vide Carslaw 
and Jaeger'. " 

Therefore, from Eqs. (18) and (19) 

... (30) 

TABLE 2- FIRST THREE ROOTS OF EQ. 29 FOR 
DIFFERENT VALUES OF X 

IX (a:-l}a:(l) (a: - l)x<i> (a:-l)x<;> 

1·25 1·4320 4·6696 7·8284 
2·5 1·0528 4·5822 7·7770 
5·0 0·7593 4·5379 7·7511 

10·0 0·5423 4·5157 7·7382 
20·0 0·3854 4·5045 7·7317 
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Relevant case (m = 1t+ 1): When m = n+ 1, the 
-differential equation (Eq. (11) reduces to 

r2 ~~+2(m+1)r f + [ -2(m+1)+ :: p2]f = 0 

The solution of the above equation is 

j(r) =r-("'Hl [A cos (J p2 .~ -(m+3/2)2 log r) 

+Bsin(Jp2~ -(m+3/2)2logr)] ... (31) 

Therefore, 

-u</> = r-(.,.Hl [A cos (j p ~ -(m+3/2)2 log r) 

+B sin(J p2 :: -(m+3f2)2 log r)] sin 6eiPI 

[A{ -(m+3/2)cos(J p2~ -(m+3/2)2log r) 
-J p2 ~ -(m+3/2)2 sin( J?~ -(m+3/2)2 log r)} 
+B{ -(m+3f2) sin(J p :: -(m+3/2)2 log r) 
+ J p2 ::-(m+3J2)2 cos(J p2::-(m+3/2)2log r) }] 

sin 6eiP1 ... (32) 
Case (i): Using the boundary conditions given in 

Eqs. (15) on (32) one finds 

A cos(J p2:: -(m+3/2)2 l~g a) 
. .. (33) +B sin(J p2~ -(m+3{2)2 log a)= 0 

A cos(J p2 1~: -(m+3f2)2log b) 
+Bsin(jp2~-(m+3/2)2log b)= 0 ... (34) 

Eliminatmg A and B from Eqs. (33) and (34) 
the required frequency equation becomes 

. b} 
sin{ J p :: -(m+3{2)2 .log~ = 0 

From Eq. (35) one obtains 

p = [~: { (lo:

2:f2a) 2 +( m+ ~Y}r 
where n is zero or any integer. 

Case (ii): Taking 

Jp2 Po -(m+3/2)2log a= y 
f-lo 

and 
·--=------

Jp2 ~ -(m+3f2)2log b = ~y 
!-1-o 
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... (35) 

... (36) 

... (37) 

... (38) 

TABLE 3 -FIRST THREE RooTS OF EQ. (41) FOR 
DIFFERENT VALUES OF m, WHEN b = 2·7183 a 

y , Yt Ya m log a- log a log a 

-0·5 0 4·4934 7·7253 
-1·5 1·5708 4·7124 7·8540 
-2·5 2·0288 4·9132 7·9787 

TABLE 4- FIRST THREE RooTS OF EQ. 41 FOR 
DIFFERENT VALUES OF m, WHEN b = 1·6488 a 

m 

-0·5 
-1·5 

_1'!__ 
2 log a 

1-1656 
1-5708 

~ 
2 log a 

4·6042 
4 ·7124 

Ya 
2 log a 

7·7899 
7·8540 

and applying the boundary conditions, Eqs. (24) 
on (32), one finds 
A cos y+B sin y = 0 ... (39) 
and 

A[-( m+Dcos ~y-jp2~ -(m+3/2)2sin ~y] 

+B [ - ( m+ Dsin~y+ J p~ -(m+3J2)2co5~y] 
= 0 ... (40) 

Eliminating A and B from Eqs. (39) and (40), we 
get the frequency equation as 

{G::! - l)y}cot{G:: !-1)y} - ( m+Dlog~ = 0 

... (41) 
If b = 2·7183a, then for different values of m the 

first three roots of Eq. (41) are given in Table 3, 
vide Carslaw and Jaeger4• 

When b = 1·6488a, for different values of m, 
the first three roots of Eq. (41) are given m 
Table 4, vide Carslaw and Jaeger4• 

When the roots are known from Tables 3 and 4, 
the frequency may be found from Eq. (37) as 

... (42) 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper deals with the elasticity problem of a spherically anisotropic elastic 
medium bounded by ·two concenrtric spherical swfaces subjected to norinal pressures. 
The material of the structure is spherically anisotropic and, in addition, is conti
nuously inhomogeneous with mechanical properties varying exponentially along 
the radius. An exact solution of the problem in terms of Whittaker functions is 
presented. The St. Venant's solution in the case of homogeneous material and 
Lame's solution in the case of homogeneous isotropic material are derived here from 
the general solution. The problem of a solid sphere of the same me.dium. under the 
external pressure is also solved as a particular case of the above problem. Lastly, 
the displacements and stresses of a composite sphere consisting of a solid spherical 
body made of homogeneous material and a nonhomogeneous concentric spherical shell 
covering the inclusion, both of them being spherically anisotropic, are obtained when 
the sphere is under uniform compression, · 

Keywords: Radial deformation, Stresses, Spherical shell, Nonhomogeneity, Inclusion. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The elastic b.ehavior of a spherically aeolotropic material was first 
studied by St. Vernant in 1865. He considered the problem of .a sphe~ical 
shell under uniform internal and external pressures and appiied .Ns results 
to some piezometer experiments. A description of his analysis may be 
found in the treatise by Love [1] or in the book of anisotropic elasticity by 
Lekhnitskii [2]. 

Increasing use of composite materials in aerospace applications ca.lls 
for the study of problems of nonhomogeneous anisotrpic elastic media. 
Grief and Chou [3] have treated a dynamic problem of a non-homogeneous 
cylindrically aeolotropic shell. Sengupta and Basu Mallick [4] have investi
agted the radical deformation of a nonhomogeneous spherically anisotropic 
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elastic shell under uniform internal and external pressures. All of them 
-consider the elastic prameters to be proportional to n-th power of the radius. 

'Aj])l'tti:mip[lia~. h:een made' here to find the analyti¢al sohltio:n.Joi". the 
radial deformation a1,19. .corresponding stresse~ in ~ spherical shell made of 
spherically aeolotropic h~terogeneous materia!.' und~r-tiie Influence of normal 
pressures on both boundaries. The_ corresponding results for homo
geneous- spherically aeolotropic material are derived here as a particular 
case and these were obtained by St. Vemmt, as quoted in Lekhnitskii [2]. 
The expressions calculated by Lame and given in Love [1] for homogeneous 
isotropic bodies are found from the general results. The results for a 
solid sphere of nonhomogeneous spherically anisotropic medium under 
the external pressure are derived from the general expressions when the 
radius of tb,e inner surface approaches zero. At the end, radiai displace
ments and stresses for both the portions of nonhomogeneous spherically 
,anisotropic shell_ having concentric homogeneous spherically anisotropic 
inclusion are presented here, when the outer surface is loaded with a uni
form n.ormal pressure. In all the cases, the nonhomogeneity of the material 
is characterized by the elastic parameters Cij, vide Grief and Chou [3], 
·Sengupta and Basu Mallick [4] as 

· Cij = Aij exp (- kr), (i, j = 1, 2, 3) (I) 

a new variation, where Aij and k are the prescribed parameters of the 
material concerned. 

2. FUNDAMENTAL EQUATIONS 

The basic ~ystem of field equations in linear isothermal static elasti
city theory are: 

(a) the generalized Hooke's law, (b) the linearized . strain displace
ment equations, and (c) the stress equations of equilibfium. Here the 
centre of a spherical shell or sphere is taken as origin and spherical polar 
co-ordinates (r, e, if>) are used. 

_ ·For a spherically anisotropic body, the generalized Hooke's law may 
be written as, vide Lekhnitskii ]2] 

{Jr = c11 err + C12 e80 + C12 eq,rp 

ao - = cl2 err + c22 eoo + c23 erpq, 

a,p = cl2 err + c23 e()() + c22 eq,rp 
- 1 ( ) --roq, = z c22 .- c2a eoq, 

Tro = c44 er9 

Trq, = CM/rrp (2) 
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where Cii are functions of the elastic moduli, Poison's ratios, and (for a non
homogeneous material) also functions· of the spatial position. For the 
present problem Cij are already mentioned in equation (I). 

Now for a purely radial deformation of the body, the displacement 
·compone;nts (it, v, w) ~ust b~ of the· type ·u = u (r), ·v . 0 and 

w = 0. (3) 

- Due to tbis assumption. the strain _components, in ·terms of displace~ 
ments, are 

_ du_ u _ 
err = dr, e00 = -, = eq,q, 

(4) 

The non-zero stress components in equations (2), in terms of displacement 
.and Aij, may now be written as 

ar = exp (- kr) [Au~~ + 2A12 ~] 

a0 =at/>= exp (- kr) [ A12 ~~ + (A22 + A23) ~]. . (5) 

In the absence of body forces, two equations of equilibrium are identi
-cally satisfied and the non-trivial equation of equilibrium becomes 

d
d (ar) + ~ (ar- a0) = 0. 
r r 

This equation of equilibrium, with the help of equations [5], stands as 

r2 ~r~ + (2 ~ kr) r:- 2 { A22 + A23 ~l~kr- I) A12} u = 0. (6) 

3. METHOD OF SOLUTION 

We use transformations 

x = kr and u = V exp 1 
in the equation (6) and rewrite it accordingly, 

x 2 d2 v + 2x dv + { - 2 ( A22 + A23 - A12) 
dx 2 dx Au 

+ (I - 2.:\12) x - x2} V = 0. 
A11 4 

(7) 

(8) 
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Again for 

V .:.__ x-1 U, (9} 
. . . 

the equation (8) reduces to 

x2 d
2 ~ + {- 2 P-22 + ~23 - A12) + ( 1 _ 2Al2) x _ x

2
} u = 0 

dx A11 A11 4 
(10) 

Following Whittaker and Watson [5] one can write down the solution of 
the equation (10) in the form 

U = AMt,v (x) + BM,;, -v (x) (11) 

where M;, :±: p (x) are Whittaker functions in which 

and 

2p = { 1 + A~1 (A22 + A23 - A12)} t > 0, (noninteger) (12} 

k = 1 - 2A12 
All (13) 

A and B are arbitrary constants. 

If 2p be an integer or zero, the solution of the equation (10) may be 
written as 

U = AWt.v (x) + BW_;;, v (- x) (14} 

where 

. _ _ r (c- 1) * ) r (1 - c) • 
Wk, v (x) - r (d _ c + 1) Mk, v (x + r (d) M,,, __ p (x) (15} 

in which C = 1 ± -2p, d = t- I~± p and r (t) is a gamma function of t. 

Finally the radial displacement u (r) satisfying the equilibrium equation 
(6) is obtained with the help of equations (7), (9). and (11) as 

_ exp (kr/2) * . 
u = kr [AMT,,v (kr) + BMt,-v (Ia)]. (16} 

Substituting this expression for u in equations (5), the nonvanishing stresses. 
may now be obtained in general form · · 

O"r = exp (-; kr/2) [Aap (r) + Ba P (r)] 

. ___ exp (- kr/2) [Af3 (·) + Bf3 () a0 - aq, - r p 1 -p r 

(17} 
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where 

a±~ (r) = [kr2kr 
2

,\11 + 2::2
] M;,:±:P·(kr) + AuM't,±P (kr) l 

R c" ) [kr- 2 \ ,\22 + ,\23] ~""*':' (k) + \ M'• (k) r±P r = 2kr /\12 + kr .LY.l,., ±p . r /\12 "· ±P r 

(18) 

. The prime indic.-..tes the derivative of the function with respect to its argu
ment. 

4. THE PROBLEM OF A NON-HOMOGENEOUS SPHERICAL SHELL 

We consider here a spherical shell a < r < b. The structure is made of 
nonhomogeneous spherically anisotropic material. The shell is under 
the influence of unifor .. nly distributed internal and external pressures. The 
boundary conditions are as follows : 

ar = - p 0, on the surface r = a} 

ar = -PI> on the surface r = b 
(19) 

On application of these boundary conditions in the first equation of (17), 
. we get 

Aap (a)+ Ba_p (a)+ Po a exp (ka/2) = 0 

Aap (b) + Ba_p (b) + p1 b exp (kb/2) = 0. 

Solving the above equations for A and Band inserting their values in equa
tions (16) and (17), one obtains the complete solution for radial displace
ment and stresses as 

- exp (kr/2) u = Mkr [{plba._p (a)exp(kb/2)-p0aa._p(b) exp(ka/2)}Mk*,p (kr) 

+ {p0aa.p (b) exp (ka/2)- p1ba.p (a) exp (kb/2)} Mk*, ~P (kr)], 

_ exp (- kr/2) 
ur = Mr [{plba._p (a) exp (kb/2) - p 0aa_p (b) 

X exp (ka/2)} a.p (r) + {p0aa.p (b) exp (ka/2)- p1ba.p (a) 

X exp (kb/2)} a_p (r), 

_ _ exp (- kr/2) 
uiJ = uri> = Mr [{plba_p (a) exp (kb/2) - p 0aa._p (b) 

X exp (ka/2)} [3p (r) + {p0aap (b) exp (ka/2)- p1bap (a) 

X exp (kb/2)} /3-p (r)], 
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where 

M = ap (a) a_p (b) -. a_p (a)ap (b). (20) 

4.1 D_ilation of the Cavity 

The volume of the cavity of the shell changes under the action of 
internaJ and external pressures; the relative change of this volume V0 say 
is found to be 

_ v V 0 _ (3u) _ 3 exp (ka/2) [{ b ( ) (kb/2) v - 1'7- - - - ~ ,.k 2 p1 a_p a exp 
r 0 r r~a lY.I.• a 

- p 0aa_p (b) exp (ka/2)} Mk*; p (ka) + {p 0aap (b) exp (ka/.2) 

- p 1ba_p (a)_exp (kb/2)} Mk*. -p (ka).] -~(21) 

4.2 Stress Concentration in the Neighbourhood of the (;avity 

It is of interest to find the stress distribution in the vicinity of a spheri
cal cavity. Generally the stress reaches its maximum value in the_ area 
which passes through the radius vector near the inner surface. Tlierefore 
we have on the surface of the cavity r =a 

_ _ exp (- ka/2) . 
[a0]max = [a.p]max = Ma [{p1ba_p (a) exp (kb/2) 

- p 0aa_p (b) exp (ka/2)} f3v (a) + {p 0aap (b) exp (ka/2) -

- p1bap (a) exp (kb/2)} /3-p (a)]. (22) 

4.3 Stresses in a Compressed Shell Due to Internal Pressit,:e _-

If the spherical shell undergoes compression due to the action of 
internal pressure only,- the external surface being stress-free, the stresses 
of such a compressed shell are obtaineci from the equations (20) to be 

- Poa exp [k (a - r)/2] 
ar = . Mr [ap (b) a_p (r)- a_p (b) ap (r)], 

_ _ _ _ p 0a exp [k (a - r)/2] [ (b) R ( ) (b) R ( )] a 0 - a .p - M r ap t'-P r - a_p t'P r . (23) 

~ 

4.4 St. Venant's Solution 

A spherical shell (a < r <b), made of homogeneous_ spherically aniso
tropic material, is considered under the same boundary conditions· (19). 
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Stresses of such a shell may be found from the second and third equations 
of (20) on making k ~ 0 and they are · 

_ _ _ rP:...a12 [(p1ba12 Poaat2) 
. ar -k~/ar)- (~ r- (~ r (i1J -liP 

+ ,.!P (poaat2 bP - Plb3t2 aP) J ~ 
Similarly, 

., ~ .• ~ [ m::'(t >"] W'::"- Po;:,") 

X 2 (,\22 + ,\23) + (2p- 1) ,\12 + _!__ (p a312 bP _ b3'2 P) 
4..\12 + (2p - 1) ,\11 r2P o Pl a 

X 2 (,\22 + A2a) -· (2p + 1) A12] 
4,\12- (2p + 1) ·,\11 

(24) 

respectively. 

It is to be noted that the following limits are used to compute the 
stresses in (24) · 

Lt kgM'f.+p (kg)= (f)HP (t ±p) 
k?o M;, ± p (kr) r ' 

(24 a) 

S_ame sigu_ of p Is to· be retained for the above limits. 

The e~pressions of stresses in equations (24) for the above shell problem 
are the same found by St. Venant and given-in ·Lekhnitskii [2]. 

4. 5 Isotropic Body and Love's R_esults . 

The elastic property of a spherically anisotropic material is describes 
by five elastic parameters and they reduce to two independent parameter 
for isotropic material. It is treated as a special case of spherical anisotropy. 
For thepresent nonhomogeneous problem the relations are 

.. · .·. Cn. -:- C2!! = ( ..\0 + 2t-t0) exp (- kr ), C12 = C2a = Ao exp (- kr) 

c44 =f-Lo exp (- kr) (25) 
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where A0 and fl-o are Lame constants. Following equation (1) and equa
tion (25) the above relations in terms of Aij are 

Au = A22 = A0 + 2f1-o, Au = A2.a = Ao, A44 = JLo· (26) 

The results obtained in equations (20)-(23) for· spherically anisotropic non
homogeneous bodies can also be used as the results for isotropic non
homogeneous bodies if we replace~ there Ai.? by .A0 and 1:1-o as given in equations 
(26). We further note that the application of relations (26) in equation 
(12) follows 

2p = 3. (27) 

As a test case we make use of equations (26) and (27) in the last two 
equations of (20) c.md take the limit as k-+ 0 (for homogeneous material) 
and arrive at the following results: 

P a3 - p b3 1 (p. - p \ a3 b3 
u-o 1 + 1 OJ r - bs _ as rs bs _ as ' 

(28) 

These are the stresses in a spherical shell (a< r <b) of homogeneous iso
tropic elastic material,· subjected to internal and external pressures on the 
boundaries as in equations (19). These expressions were calculated by 
Lame and are pres~nted in Love [1]. 

4. 6 Solid Spherical Body· 

A solid spherical body (0 < r <b) of nonhomogeneous sph~rically 
aeolotropic material 'undergoes compression by ·an uniformly distributed 
external pressure Pl· The stresses of such a sphere are obtained from. the 
last two equations of (20) when the cavity of radius ' a ' diminishes to 
zero, i.e., as a...-+ 0: 

ar = - Pl (bjr) 2 exp [k (b - r)/2] 

X {(kr - 2) A11 + 4A12} M;;,, (kr) + 2kr ,\11 M';:, (kr) · 
{(kb- 2) A11 + 4A12} M;,, (kb) + 2kb A11M';,., (kb)'·. 

~6 = aq, = - P1 (bjr) 2 exp [k{b- r)/2] 

·X {(kr -::-c. 2) A12 + 2 (A22 + A23)} Mt," (kr) + 2kr.A12 M';,, (kr) 
. {(kb - 2) A11 + 4A1J Mt.p (kb) + 2kbA1i M';,, (kb) ' 

. - (29) 
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and 
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Lt M;;,, (z) = 0 .. 
c~O M;, -p (z) ' 

Lt zM';,;, (z) = G 
z~o M;:, _ P (z) 

Lt zM';,+p (z) = t ± p. 
z~~ Mk,±P (z) 

5. THE PROBLEM OF A COMPOSITE SPHERE 
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(2~ a) 

. We now consider fl. homogeneous solid sphere (0 < r < a) of spheri
cally anisotropic matrial surrounded by a nonhomogeneous concentric 
spherical shell (a < r <b) of spherically- anisotropic medium and the 
whole body is acted upon by a uniform mdial pressure on the external 
bounding surface r = b. At the ·.surface of separation r = a the materials 
are sufficiently rough to ensure the continuity of radial stresses and displace
ments. The relevant boundary conditions are then 

ur = - P1. on the surface r = b 

and 

u = ii, ar = ur on the surface r = a (30) 

In the case of a homogeneous solid sphere (0 < r <a) Cij = Aij for 
k = 0 in equation -(1) 2nd the stress equation of equilibrium correspond
ing to the equation ( 6) turns out to be 

d (r2 d~)- _ 2 ( C22 + C2s ~ C1J u · o. 
dr . _dl · - · Cn . 

The general solution of the above equation may be put as 

u = crm-112 + Drm-112 

where 

(31) 

To ensure the finiteness of the stress at every .J?oint of the solid sphere, 
including the ne1ghbourhood of the origin, we are to take the displacement 
and stresses as (suppos~g m > 3/2) 

u __: Crlm-l>i2 

o = Camr(m-s)f 2 
r . . . . .. 

ao .. ; a~ . '·cb".mr(m-'3)12 (32) 
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where 

am= 2C12 + C11 (m- 1/2), bm = (C22 + C2a) + C12 (m- 1/2). 
' (33) 

And for the spherical shell (a < r < b) the displacements 2.nd stresses arc 
given in equations (16) and (17). Boundary conditions (30) are applied 
to aquations (16), (17) and (32) to get 

Aap (b) + Ba_p (b)+ Plh exp (kb/2) = 0 

exp ~:a/~) [AMt,, (ka) + BM;;,,_, (ka)] = Ca<m-112 > 

exp (- kci/2) · · 
-- . [Aap (a) + Ba_p (a)]= Cama<ffl-31 2 >. 

. a 
(34) 

Solving the above equations for A, ]3 and C; and inserting their values in 
equations (32) and in equations (16), (17) we get the fo1lo}Ving sets of results: 

Displacement and stresses in the sphere (0 < r < a) 

p 1b exp [k (a + b)/2] · · 
u = Nka<m+I!2J [ap (a) Mt, _, (ka) - a_p (a) M;.:,'P (ka)] 

X rf7n-l/ 2 >, 

Plb exp [k (a + b)/2] - . . 
f1r = Nkam+ll2 [ap (a) Mi._, (ka) --- a_p (a) M,~,'P (ka)] 

p 1b exp [k (a + b)/2]- · · 
f1o = f1.p = Nkam+I/2 [ap (a) Mt ,-'P (ka)- a_p (a) Mt,P (ka)] 

. (35) 

Displacement and stresses in the spherical shell (a< r <b) 

ii _ p 1b exp [k (b + r)/2] [{am exp (ka) M* (k ) _ ( )} 
- Nkr . kii - ''· -v a a_p a 

x Mii, 'P (kr) - {am e~~ (ka) Mit, 'P _(ka) - ap (a)} M;, -1J (kr)] 

_ = ~ = p1b exp [k (b - r)/2] [{am· exp (ka) M• (k ) _ ( ·)·}· 
f1o (ft/> Nr ka "~ -P a - . a_p a 

X /3p (r) - {am e~~ (ka) M;, P (ka),-: ap (a)} ~-p (r)] , 
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_ -__ Plh exp [k (b""""' r)/2] [{a~ exp (ka) ·u. (k ) _ ·c )} () 
ur- . Nr. ka .11'.1 1,,v a a_p a ap r 

·. · {a exp (ka) · } ·- J · 
- m ka ltft.v (ka) -_ ap (a) a_p (r) , 

where 

· ') {am exp (ka) . } N = a_p (b . ka iW"1~, 1, (ka)- ap (a) 

{
am exp (ka) .. · } 

- ap (b) ----,za- Mr. _1, (ka) - a_p (a) . (36) 

6. NUMERICAL RESULTS 

All the results are for structures with finite outer radius b that is twice 
the inner radius a. It should be noted that the results previously derived 
are quite general. The problem investigated involve hlhomogeneous 
materials with properties varying exponemtially with the radius according 
to the equation (1). 

We choose the elastic constants ..\11 = 26·92, ..\12 = 13·46, ..\22 = 8·47, 
,.\23 = 3 ·12, ..\44 · 6 · 5J in terms of a unit 1011 dynes per square centimeter 
and k = 2/a (numerically) for Material I. The present analysis may be 
useful in studying the stresses for layered media having exponentially increasing 
or decreasing stiffness. We make use of the values of Aij in equations 

(12) and (13) to obtain p = 1/3 and k = 0 and from equations (18) we get. 

· -rfa a11 (r)/T(4/3) a_P (r)fF(2/3) [311 (r)/F(4/3) f3-v (r)/F(2/3) 

1 

2 

54·03 

161·40 

24·89 

64·33 

29·96 

89·03 

12·87 

35·30 

For the first problem the internal surface of the shell structure is 
always under a uniform normal pressure p 0 , whereas its surface is supposed 
to be stress-free for system I and is subjected to a pressure which is half of 
the internal pressure for the system II. Our main interest lies in computing 
the stress conc~ntration near the vicinity of the caivity. The above obtained 
values for Material I are- applied to the last equation of (20) and it yields 
M =- 540·9 F(2/3) F(4/3). Ultimately the equation (22) shows [u11 Jmax. 
= (- . 2776 p 0) and (- . 5297 p 0) for the leading systems I and II respec
tively. Also the third equation of (20) ·leads to [a11 ] = ( ·0105 p 0) and 
(- . 2748 p 0) for the loading systems I and II respectively. 
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In the se_c~;md proble_m ~ith inclusion we choose C11 _ 6 ·17, C12 = 
2·17, ··C22 ·- 5·97, C23 - ·2·62 C44 = 1·64 (with the same unit mentioned 
previously) for Material II for the homogeneou,s portion 0 < r < a. Using 
these values of Cij in equations·(31) and (33) .the values· of m, am, bm are 
found to be m = 1·527, a= 10·67, bm = 10·82. The other portion 
a < r < b is filled up with Material I. We calculate the value of the 
constant N of equation (36) for Material I and find N = - 2054 r (2/3) 
r (4/3). Stresses of equations (35) and (36) may now be had from the 
table below: 

TABLE I 

Nonhomogeneous Homogeneous 

r/a -:u,/PI -uofPt -cr,fpt -uofPt 

1-0 1·635 ·960 1·635 1·657 

1·4 1·435 ·793 

1-6 1·252 ·693 

1-8 . - 1·113 . ·615 

2·0 1 ·554 
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ABSTRACT 

The elasticity of a spherically isotropic medium bounded by two 
concentric spherical surfaces subjected to normal pressures is discussed. 
The material of the structure is spherically isotropic and, in addition, 
is continuously inhomogeneous with mechanical properties varying 
exponentially as the square of the radius. An exact solution of the 
problem in terms of Whittaker functions is presented. The St. Venant's 
solution in the case of homogeneous material and Lame's solution in 
the case of homogeneous isotropic material are derived from the general 
solution. The problem of a solid sphere of the same medium under 
the external pressure is also solved as a particular case of the above 
problem. Finally, the displacements and stresses of a composite sphere 
consisting of a solid spherical body made of homogeneous material and 
a nonhomogeneous concentric spherical shell covering the inclusion, 
both of them being spherically isotropic, are obtained when the sphere 
is under uniform compression. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

THE elastic behaviour of a spherically isotropic material was first studied by 
St. Venant in 1865. He considered the problem of a spherical shell under 
uniform internal and external pressures and applied his results to some piezo
meter experiments.1 •2 

The increasing use of composite materials in aerospace applications 
requires the study of nonhomogeneous anisotropic elastic media. Greif and 
Chou 3 treated a dynamic problem of a non-homogeneous cylindrically aeolo.., 
tropic shell. Sengupta and Basu Mallick4 investigated the radial deformation 
of a nonhomogeneous spherically isotropic elastic shell under uniform internal 
and external pressures. All of them considered the elastic parameters 
to be proportional to nth power of the radius. 

338 
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An attempt has been made in this paper to get an analytical solution 
for the radial deformation and corresponding stresses in a spherical shell 
made of spherically isotropic heterogeneous material under the influence of 
normal pressures on both boundaries. The corresponding results for homo
geneous spherically isotropic material are derived as a particular case obtained 
by St. Venant. 2 The expressions calculated by Lame1 for homogeneous 
isotropic bodies, are found from the general results. The results for a solid 
sphere of nonhomogeneous spherically isotropic medium under the external 
pressure are derived from the general expressions when the radius of the inner 
surface approaches zero. At the end, radial displacements and stresses for both 
the portions of nonhomogeneous spherically isotropic shell having concentric 
homogeneous spherically isotropic inclusion are presented here, when the 
outer surface is loaded with a uniform normal pressure. In all the cases, 
the nonhomogeneity of the material is charactrerized by the elastic para
meters Cij (vide Greif and Chou, 3 Sengupta and Basu Mallick4 and Bhaduri5) 

as 

(1} 

where Aij and K are the prescribed parameters of the material concerned. 

2. FUNDAMENTAL EQUATIONS 

The basic system of field equations in linear isothermal static elasticity 
theory are: (a) the generalized Hooke's law, (b) the linearized strain dis
placement equations, and (c) the stress equations of equilibrium. Here· 
the centre of a spherical shell or sphere is taken as origin and spherical 
polar co-ordinates (r, e, rp) are used. 

For a spherically isotropic body the generalized Hooke's law may be 
written as 2, 

ur = C11 err + C12 e99 + C12 eq,q, 

u8 = C1.2 err + C22 e98 + C2aeq,q, 

uq, = C12 e,r + C2a e9~ + C~2 e9"' 

7-9q, -:- -!- (C22 - C2a) e9q, 

Tr,p = C44 erq, 

Tro = C44 ero (2) 

where Cii are functions of the elastic moduli, Poisson's ratios, and (for a 
non-homogeneous material) also functions of the spatial position. For 
the present problem Cij are already mentioned in eq. (1). 
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NJw for a purely radial deform'ltion of the bo::ly, the displacement 
-components (ii, ii, w) must be of the type 

ii = ii (r), ii = 0 and w = 0 . (3) 

Dae to this assumption the strain components, in terms of displacements, 
are 

(4) 

The non-zero stress components in eq. (2), in terms of displacement and 
Aij, may now be written as 

ar = exp (- _Kr2
) [Au~~ + 2.\12 ~ J , -

ao = a<P exp (- K1"
2

) [ ,\12 ~~ + (,\22 --j- ,\23) n (5) 

In the absence of body forces, two equations of equilibrium are identi
cally satisfied and the non-trivial equation of equilibrium becomes 

a c- ) + 2 c~ - ) o di· ar r ar - a() = . 

This equation of equilibrium, with the help of eq. (5), stands as 

. d~ ~ 
r.2 dr 2 + 2 ( 1 - Kr 2

) r dr - 2 

X { (,\22 + ,\23 + (2Kr2 - 1) ,\12t it = 0. 
Au ) 

(6) 

3. METHOD OF SOLUTION 

We use transformations 

x = Kr 2 and u = V exp ~ (7) 

in eq. (6) and rewrite it accordingly 

xz c_!
2V + ~X dV + { _ (Azz + Aza - .\12) 

dx 2 2 dx 2.\n 

+ (} - ~~:) X - :

2

} V = 0 • (8) 

Again for V = .x-3'4 U · (9) 
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eq. (8) reduces to 

4x2 r!_2 U + [~ _ 2 C.\22 + ,\23- A12) 
dx 2 4 A11 

+ ( 3 - ~~12) x - x2J u = 0 . (10) 

Following Whittaker and Watson 6 one can write down the solution of 
eq. (10) in the form 

U = AMk*,p (x) + BMk*,-p (x) (11} 

where Mk*±p (x) are Whittaker functions in which 

2 - {,\11 + 8 (,\22_+ ,\23- ,\12)}
112 > 0 

.p - 4,\n , (12) 

(noninteger) 

and 

(13) 

A and B are arbitrary constants. 
If 2p be an integer or zero, the solution of eq. (10) may be written as 

U = AWk*, p (x) + BW_k*, p (- x) (14} 

where 

T(c-,--1) T(1-c) 
Wk*,p(x) = r (d _ c + 1) Mk*,p (x) + r (d)- Mk*, -p (x) 

(15) 

in which c = 1 ± 2p, d = t- k* ± p and r (t) is a gamma function of t. 

Finally the radial displacement fi (r) satisfying the equilibrium eq. (6) 
~·/ is obtained with the help of eqs (7), (9) and (11) as 

u = exp (K{
2
) (Kr2)-314 [AMk*,p (Kr2) + BMk*,-p (Kr2)] (16) 

Substituting this expression for ft in eq. (5), the nonvanishing stresses. 
may now be obtained in general form 

(17) 
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a±p (r) = [ ( KY - ;r) .\11 + 2~~2 J Mk*, ±p (Kr 2
) + 2.\11 KY 

X M'k*, ±p (Kr 2
) 

fJ±p (r) = [ ( KY- ~r) ,\12 + ,\22 ~ ,\23 J Mk•, ±p (Kr2) 

+2.\I2 KI"M\*, ±P (Kr2). (18) 

The prime indicates the derivative of the function with respect to its 
argument. 

4. THE PROBLEM OF A NONHOMOGENEOUS SPHERICAL SHELL 

We consider here a spherical shell a~ r~ b. The structure is made 
of nonhomogeneous spherically isotropic material. The shell is under the 
influence of uniformly distributed internal and external pressures. The 
boundary conditions are as follows : 

a7 = - p0, on the surface r = a } 
a7 = - p1 on the surface r = b 

(19) 

On application of these boundary conditions in the first equation of (17) 

Aap (a) + B a_p (a) +Po exp ( K;
2
). (Ka2)31 4 = 0 

A ap (b)+ B a_p (b) +PI exp (~-) . (Kb 2)314 = 0 

Solving the above equations for A and B and inserting their values 
in eqs (16) and (17), one obtains the complete solution for radial displace
ment and stresses as 

(
Kr2) 312 

_ = exp 2 r [ b2 
u M {plb312exp(K2 )a-p(a) 

-Po a312 exp (K;) a_p (b)} Mk*, p (Kr2) + {Po a 312 exp (K;
2
) 

X ap (b) -PI b213 exp (K;
2
) a+p (a)} Mk*,-p (Kr 2) J 
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( K/'2) 3/2 

fir = exp - J r [ {Pl b312 exp (~) a_p (a) 

-Po a 312 exp ( ~) a_p (b)} ap (r) 

+ { p 0 a312 exp ( K;2
) ap (b) - p1 b312 exp (~}

2

) ap (a)} a_p (r) J 

exp (- K;) r-312 Kb2 
ffo =uri>= M [ {Pl b312 exp ( T) 

X ap (a) -Po a 312 exp (~) X a_p (b)} /3p (r) 

+ {Po a3t2 exp c~f) ap (b) 

- p1b312 exp e~2) ap (a)} /3-p (r) J 
where the constant M = ap (a) a_p (b) - a_p (a) a+p (b). (20) 

5. DILATATION OF THE CAVITY 

The volume of the cavity of the shell changes under the action of internal 
:and external pressures ; the relative change of this volume V0 say is found 
to be 

~ = VV"o = ( 3u) = 3 exp ( + ~) a-
5

'

2 

V0 r r~a M 

x[ {Pl b312 exp cK;) a_p (a)- Po a312 exp (Kt) a_p (b)} 

X Mlc*,p (Ka2) + {Po a 312 exp ( ~) ap (b) 

- p1 b312 exp ( K{) ap (a)} Mk*,-p (Ka 2) J (21) 

6. STRESSES IN A COMPRESSED SHELL DUE TO INTERNAL PRESSURE 

If the spherical shell undergoes compression due to the action of internal 
pressure only, the external surface being stress-free, the stresses of such a 
compressed shell as obtained from eq. (20) are 
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[ 
(a2 - r2)J 

_ _ _ _ Po exp K 2 (a)a12 
ao- art>- M r 

[ap (b) /J-p (r) - a_p (b) /Jp (r)]. (22) 

ST. VENANT'S SOLUTION 

A spherical shell (a~ r~ b), made of homogeneou& spherically isotropic 
material, is considered under the same boundary conditions (19). Stresses 
of such a shell may be found from the second and third equations of (20) 
on making K --+ 0 and they are 

X _1 __ f!2_!!_ + _ (p a3t2 b2P _ p b3'2 a2P) (p b312 3/2) 1 
a~P b2P y4P o 1 

(23) 

It is to be noted that the following limits are used to compute the stresses. 
in (23) 

1 (~)1±2P 
= 2 -;. CI ± 2P) (23 a)r 

Same sign of p is to be retained for the above limits. 

The expressions of stresses in eq. (23) for the above shell problem are 
the same found by St. Venant and given in Lekhnitskii. 2 
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ISOTROPIC BODY AND LAME'S RESULTS 

The elastic property of a spherically isotropic material is described by 
five elastic parameters and they reduce to two independent parameters for 
isotropic material. It is treated as a special case of spherical isotropy. For 
the present nonhomogeneous problem the relations are 

C11 = C22 = (Ao + 2fto) exp (- kr 2
), C12 = C23 = A0 exp (- kr 2) 

c44 =fLo exp (- kr 2
) (24) 

where .;\ 0 and fLo are Lame constants. Following eqs (1) and (24) the above 
relation in terms of Aif are 

(25) 

The results in eqs (20)-(22) for spherically isotropic nonhomogeneous 
boaies can also be used as the results for isotropic nonhomogeneous bodies 
if we replace Aij by A0 and fLo as given in eq. (25). We further note that 
the application of relations (25) in eq. (12) follows 

3 
2p = 2 

(26) 

We make use of eqs (25) and (26) in the la~t two equations of (20) and 
take the limit as K __,. 0 (for · homogeneous material) and arrive at the 
following results : 

(27) 

These are the stresses in a spherical shell (a~ r~ b) of homogeneous 
isotropic elastic material, subjected to internal and external pressures on the 
boundaries as in eq. (19). These expressions were calculated by Lame' 
and are presented in Love.1 

SOLID SPHERICAL BODY 

A solid spherical body (0 ~ r ~ b) of nonhomogeneous spherically iso
tropic material undergoes compression by a uniformly distributed external 
pressure Pl· The stresses of such a sphere are obtained from the last two 
equations of (20) when the cavity of radius ' a ' diminishes to zero, i.e., 
as a__,. 0 
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ur =- p1 (~Y'
2 

exp [1 (b 2
- r 2

) J 
{[(2Kr2 

- 3) Au + 4A12] Mk*, p (Kr 2
) + 4AuKI' 2 M' k*, p (Kr2)} 

X {[(2Kb 2 
- 3) Au + 4A12] Mk*,; -(Kb 2

) + 4A11 Kb 2 M'k*, p (Kb 2)}· 

X {[(2Kr2-3) A12+2 (A22+A2a)] Mk*,p (Kr 2)+4A12 Kr" 2 M'k*, v(Kr 2)} 

{[(2Kb~ - 3) A11 + 4Aa] Mk*, p (Kb2) + 4A11 Kb 2M'k*, P (Kb 2)} 

(28} 

.Lt Mk*, p (z) =O Lt zM'k*, p (z) = O 

.-.oMk*, -p(z) .-.o Mk*-p (z) 

Lt zM'k*, -P (z) = ! _ p. 
z-,oo Mk*, -p (z) 2 (28 a} 

7. THE PROBLEM OF A COMPOSITE SPHERE 

We now consider a homogeneous solid sphere (0 ~ r ~ a) of spheri
cally isotropic material surrounded by a nonhomogeneous concentric spheri
cal shell (a~ r~ b) of spherically isotropic medium and the whole body is 
acted upon by a uniform radial pressure on the external bounding surface 
r = b. At the surface of &eparation r = a the materials are sufficiently· 
rough to ensure the continuity of radial stress and displacements. The rele
vant boundary conditions are then 

ur = - p1, on the surface r = b 

and u = u, or = ar, on the surface r = a. (29} 

In the case of a homogeneous solid sphere 0 ~ r ~ a, Cij = Aij for K = 0· 
in eq. (I) and the stress equation of equilibrium corresponding to eq. (16)· ··, 
turns out to be · 

q_ (r 2 1_t~) _ 2 (C22 + C2a- C12) u = o. 
dr dr C11 

The general solution of the above equation may be put as 

u = o·m-112 + n,.-m-112 

where 
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To ensure the finiteness of the stress at every point of the solid sphere, 
including the neighbourhood of the origin, we are to take the displacement 
and stresses as (supposing m > 3/2) 

u = c,.m-lr2 

(31) 

where 

am = 2C12 + Cn (m- !) , bm = (C22 + C23) + Cu (m- !) 

And for the spherical shell (a::::; r:::;;; b) the displacements and stresses are 
given in eqs (16) and (17). Boundary conditions (29) are applied to 
eq. (16), (17) and (31) to get 

(32) 

(33) 

Solving the above equations for A, B and C and inserting their values 
in eq. (31) and eqs (16)-(17) we get the following sets of results: 

Displacement and stresses in the sphere (0:::;;; r:::;;; a) 

PI exp [1 (a2 + b2) J . b312 2 

u = Nam +l [ap (a) Mk*, -p (Ka ) 

- a_p (a) Mk*, p (Ka2)] rm-112, 

Pl exp [; (a2 + b2) J b312 2 
ar = Nam+1 . [ap (a) Mk*, -P (Ka ) 

- a_p (a) Mk"', P (Ka2)] am ,.m-312, 

Pl exjJ [~ (a2 + b2) J b312 2 
a 0=a</>= N. am+I [ap (a) Mk*,·-p (Ka) 

- a_p (a) Mk*, P (Ka2)] bm ,.m-312. (34) 
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Displacement and s1resses in the spherical shell (a~ r~ b) 

where 

. p1 exp [1 (b2 + r2) J (~) 
312 

am · 
u = N [ {a exp (Ka2) Mk*-p (Ka2) 

- a_p(a)} Mk*, p (Kr2)- {a; exp (1ca2) Mk*,p (Ka2) 

- a11 (a)} Mk'',-p (Kr2)J , 

- a11 (a)} a_p (r) J 

- - Pl exp[-2~ (b2- r2)J . (b__)st2 
IJO = Uq, = r 

. N 

x [{a; exp (Ka2) Mk\-p (Ka2) - a_p (a)} flv (r) 

- {a: exp (Ka2) Mk*, p (Ka2)- ap (a)} fl-p (r) J 

8. NUMERICAL RESULTS 

(35) 

All the results are for structures wlth finite outer radius b that is twice 
the inner radius a. It should be noted that the results previously derived 
are quite general. The problem investigated involve inhomogeneous materials 
with properties varying expm:entially with the square of tlie radius accord
ing to eq. (1). 
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We choose the elastic c.onstants .\11 = 26·92, .\J 2 = 20·19, .\22 = 16·56, 
A25 6· 247, .\44 = 6· 53 in terms of a unit 1011 dynes per s_quare centi
metres and K = 2/a2 (numerically) for material I in the spherical shell 
(a:::;; r=:::;; b) and for the inclusion (0::::;: r=:::;; a) we choose C11 = 6·17, C12 . 

2·17, C22 = 5·97,C23 = 2·62, C44 = 1·64 (with the same unit mentioned 
previously) for material II. The elastic properties of material I are 
comparable with concrete with barite as concrete aggregate used extensively 
for radiation sheilding7 and the elastic properties of material I resemble 
those of magnesium. The present analysis may also be useful in studying 
the stresses for layered media having exponentially increasing or decrea&ing 
stiffness. 

Using these values of Cij in eqs (30) and (32) the values of m, am, bm 
are found to be m = 1 · 527, arn = 10 · 67, bm = 10 · 82. The other portion 
a=:::;; r=:::;; b is filled up with material I. We make use of the values of 'Aij' s 
in eqs (12) and (13) to obtain p = 1/3, and k* = 0. We also calculate 
the value of the constant N of eq. (35) for material I and find N = 

- 118082 · 0 x r ff r ~ /(a2). Stresses of eqs (34) and (25) may now be 
had from table I. 

Table 1. 

Nonhomogeneous Homogeneous 

r ~ _a_o_ -~ -~ 
pl pl pl P1 

r=a 1·79 1·17 1·79 1·81 

r = v2a 1·25 1·03 

r = v3 a 1·07 ·78 

r = 2a ·74 
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ABSTRACT 

In this paper we study the elasticity problem of a cylindrically anisotropic, 
elastic medium bounded by two axisymmetric cylindrical surfaces subjected to 
normal pressures (plane strain). The material of the structure is orthotropic 
with cylindrical anisotropy and, in addition, is continuously inhomogeneous 
with mechanical properties varying along the radius. General solutions in 
terms of Whittaker functions are presented. The results obtained by St. 
Venant for a homogeneous cylindrically anisotropic medium can be deduced 
from the general solutions. The problem of a !!Olid cylinder of the same 
medium under the external pressure is also solved as a particular case of the 
above problem. Problems of the type covered in this paper are encountered in 
nuclear reactor design. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The elastic Qehavior of a homogeneous cylindrically aeolotropic material 
was first studied by St. Venant; see, e.g., Ref. 1 or 2. Problems involving 
nonhomogeneous media in which the properties vary continuously with 
spatial position have been studied by various authors. Greif and Chou [3] 
have adopted a numerical integration method and used the computer in 
solving the vibration problem of a cylindrically anisotropic nonhomogeneous 
cylindrical shell (plane strain). 

A plane-strain assumption is also used here to find the analytical solution 
for the radial deformation and corresponding stresses in a cylindrical shell 
made of cylindrically aeolotropic heterogeneous material under the influence 
of normal pressures on both boundaries. The results obtained by St. Venant 
[2] for the homogeneous anisotropic case and those found by Lame [1] for the 
homogeneous isotropic case can be deduced from the general results. The 
corresponding expressions for a solid cylinder of nonhomogeneous an
isotropic medium are derived here. The nonhomogeneity of the material is 
characterized by the elastic parameters Cii (see Refs. 3 and 4) as 

(i,j = 1, 2, 3) (1) 

where 2ii, k, and IX are the prescribed parameters of the material concerned. 

II. FUNDAMENTAL EQUATIONS 

The basic system of field equations in linear isothermal static elasticity 
theory is (a) the generalized Hooke's law, (b) the linearized strain displace
ment equations, and (c) the stress equations of equilibrium. Here the axis 
of anisotropy is taken to be the z-axis of the r, (), z cylindrical coordinate 
system, and the Young's moduli are of the form 

E, = E1 exp (- kr2a) 

E0 = E2 exp (- kr2a), etc. (2) 

For plane-strain assumptio~, 2;i of Eq. (1) is then expressible in terms of 
these £ 1 , E2 , and the Poisson's ratios, see Ref. 3. 
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For the axisymmetric case the nontrivial stress equation of equilibrium, 
in the absense of body forces, takes the form 

a 1 
-a B, + -(B,- B0) = 0 

r r 
(3) 

Nonzero stresses in the normal, circumferential, and longitudinal directions 
are 

( du u) 2 B, = A. 11 dr + A- 12 -,: exp(-kr ~) 

(4) 

respectively, u being the radial displacement. 

Ill. METHOD OF SOLUTION 

The equation of equilibrium (3), with the help of Eqs. (4), becomes 

(5) 

Now on using the transformations 

and (6) 

Eq. (5) changes to 

(7) 

with 

(8) 
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Equation (7) reduces to 

2 d
2

U {1( A22 ) (1 A12 ) x
2

} x - 2 + - 1--2-- + ---- x-- U=O 
dx 4 IX All 2 21XAll 4 

The solution of the above differential equation is (see Ref. 5) 

where MK•,-p(x) are Whittaker functions in which 

and 

( 
A22 ) 1/2 

2p = -2-
IX All 

A and B being arbitrary constants. 

(a positive noninteger) 

If 2p is an integer or zero, the solution of Eq. (9) may be written as 

where 

in which c = 1 ± 2p and d = t - K* ± p. 
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(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

Finally, the radial displacement u(r) satisfying the equilibrium Eq. (5) is 
obtained with the help of Eqs. (6), (8), and (10) as 

This expression for u may be used in Eqs. (4) to get the general expressions 
for the stresses in terms of A and B. 

We now consider a cylindrical shell a :::; r :::; b. The structure is made of 
nonhomogeneous cylindrically anisotropic material. The shell is under the 
influence of uniformly distributed internal and external pressures. The 
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boundary conditions are 

(r =a) 

(r =b) 
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(15) 

On application of these boundary conditions in the first equation of (4) 
along with Eq. (14), one obtains two simultaneous equations involving the 
two unknowns A and B. Solving for A and B and inserting their values in 
(14) and (4), one obtains the complete solution for the radial displacement 
and stresses as 
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where 

and 

a±p(r) = [a(kr2a-1- ~)).11 + ).~2]M".,±p(kr2a) 
+ 2aA.ukr2a-1 M',•,±p(kr2a) 

/3±p(r) = [ a(kr2a-1 - ~);.12 + ).;2 ]M~e.,±p(kr2a) 

+ 2a). kr2a- 1M' (kr2a) 12 K*,±p 

v±p(r) = [a(kr2a-1 -n).l3 + ).;3JMK.,±p(kr2a) 

+ 2a). kr2a-l M' (kr2a) 13 K*,±p 
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(17) 

The prime indicates the derivative of the function with respect to its 
argument. 

Stresses in a cylindrical shell (a :-:::; r :-:::; b) made of homogeneous cylindri
cally anisotropic material, under the same boundary conditions (15), may 
be found from the second, third, and fourth equations of (16) on letting 
k ~ 0, and these agree with the results obtained by St. Venant (quoted in 
Ref. 2). For an isotropic body A. 11 = A.22 = A. + 2}1, A.12 = A. 13 = A.23 = A.. 
Equation (11), with the application of these relations, gives 2ap = I. When 
these are used in the second, third, and fourth equations of (16) along with 
the limit k ~ 0, one gets Lame's results given in Ref. 1. 

A solid cylindrical body (0 :-:::; r :-:::; b) of nonhomogeneous cylindrically 
aeolotropic material undergoes compression by a uniformly distributed 
external pressure p 1 • The stresses in such a shell are obtained from the last 
three equations of (16) by setting a = 0: 

if,= -p! exp[~(b2a- ,2a)J(~r+
1 

{(kr2a - l)cxA.11 + A. 12} M".,v(kr2a) + 2cxA. 11 kr2a M~ •. ikr2a) 
X {(kb2a- 1)cx).ll + A. 12}MK.,p(kb2a) + 2aA. 11kb2aM~.,p(kb2a) 

iio = -p! exp [~(b2a- ,2a)J(~r+
1 

{(kr2a - l)cxA.12 + A22}M".,v(kr2a) + 2a).l2kr2a M~ •. p(kr2a) 
X {(kb2a - l)cxA.11 + A. 12 }MK.,p(kb2a) + 2aA.11kb2aM~.,p(kb2a) 
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since 

and 

1
. zM~. ±p(z) 1 Im . =- + p 

z-+0 Mr<.,±p(z) 2 -
(18a) 

If the shell is under the action of internal pressure only, the external surface 
being stress-free, the stresses for such an inhomogeneous shell are obtained 
from (16) by taking p 1 = 0. 

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS 

Numerical results are obtained for a cylindrical shell structure in which 
the internal surface is under a uniform normal pressure p0 , while the external 
surface is assumed to be stress-free for System I, and subjected to half the 
internal pressure for System II. All numerical results have been computed 
for the case of b = 1.5a. 

We choose a = 0.5 and the elastic parameters as A. 11 = 918, A. 12 = 459, 
A.22 = 102, A. 13 = 275, A.23 = 273, and k = 2/a (numerically) for Material I, 
which resembles Barite-cement aggregate (see Ref. 6) used extensively as 
radiation shielding material. The present analysis may also be useful in 
studying the stresses in layered media having exponentially increasing or 
decreasing stiffness. 

For this material, [ -O',/p0 ], [0'8/p0 ], and [-(O'z/p0)] are plotted against 
(rfa), for both loading Systems I and II in Figs. 1 and 2. Similarly, Figs. 3 
and 4 show the corresponding results for Material II identified by a = 1.0, 
and A. 11 = 918, A.22 = 408, A. 12 = 918, A. 13 = 275, A.23 = 273, with k = 2fa2

• 
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Fig. 1 

Fig.2 
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Fig. 3 

Fig. 4 
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